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“Georgian International Energy Corporation” temporarily (2 months period) 
ceases participation in the project “Computer for every village” 

 
 

 “Georgian International Energy Corporation”, as one of the founders of the computer 
knowledge distribution society, participates in creation of the computer knowledge distribution 
centers in the villages of Tetritskharo region. In the pre-election period, in order to avoid 
misconceptions of any sort, the corporation has taken a decision to stop activities of any kind in 
the frames of the project. “Georgian International Energy Corporation” will resume its financing 
for important projects of the societies of this type, as soon as the election period has passed. 

 “Georgian International Energy Corporation” is a subsidiary of the “Georgian Industrial 
Group”. As one of the founders of the computer knowledge distribution society, the corporation 
took patronage over organizing amenities for the computer centers of the Tetritskharo region in 
the beginning of the year. The project implies rehabilitation and equipping of the offices, 
belonging to the computer knowledge distribution society. 
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-------------------------------------------------------------  
“Georgian International Energy Corporation" (GIEC) was established in July 2005. Today it holds 100% of shares of GIG. 
GIEC's main strategic business unit includes the production and sale of natural gas. At present, GIEC operates 8 small 
hydroelectric PowerStation in Georgia and thermal PowerStation of strategic importance, which is located in Gardabani 
region and provides significant energy reserves. 
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